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Band: InnerWish (GR)  

Genre: Power Metal 

Label: Ulterium Records 

Albumtitle: InnerWish 

Duration: 67:42 

Releasedate: 18.03.2015 

 

There are bands which exist over 20 years, share the stage with big stars like Helloween or others, release some 

albums and still aren't that well known outside of the metal underground. InnerWish is such a band. The Greek 

musicians release their fifth and self-titled album already. 

 

The reason for this circumstance is not necessarily the musical quality; this is proven by the first headbanger-track of 

the album: "Roll The Dice" which is very concentrated on the riffs and the catchy refrain. This track makes me very 

curious of this album indeed. The emphasized doublebass midtempo track "Broken" and the stomping hit "Modern 

Babylon" do their jobs well on stereo, so live they must be stunning. 

 

In general, I can insure that there is no track which makes my hand wants to push the skip-button. Especially some 

songs shine out: the dark one "Serinity", the groovy and very cool chorused "Sins Of The Past" and the ballad "Cross 

The Line" with the striking, throaty and yet melodic voice of the new singer. Without seeming high polished the 

clean, straight and forceful production of the album tops everything.  

 

Conclusion:  

InnerWish produced a great and solid self-titled power metal album, which may be too long for one or two. But the 

quality of the songs will absolutely compensate the nearly 70 minutes. 

 

Rating: 8,5/10 

 

Weblink: http://www.innerwish.gr , http://www.facebook.com/innerwishofficial 

 

Lineup: 

 

George Eikosipentakis - Vocals 

Thimios Krikos - Guitars 

Manolis Tsigos - Guitars 

Antonis Mazarakis - Bass 

George Georgiou - Keyboards 

Fragiskos Samoilis - Drums 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Roll The Dice 

02. Broken 

03. Modern Babylon 

04. Machines Of Fear 

05. Needles In My Mind 

06. My World On Fire 

07. Rain Of A Thousand Years 

08. Serenity 

09. Sins Of The Past 

10. Through My Eyes 

11. Zero Ground 

12. Cross The Line 

13. Tame The Seven Seas 

 

Autor: Thrash Maniac 666 / Translator: Cha Lee 


